
Specific vehicle make/model/class and/or availability
may vary by location. All data based on information
available at the time of printing for vehicles shown:
Similar vehicle data may vary. Luggage capacity
based on all seats occupied.
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Chevrolet Aveo
or similar

Ford Focus
or similar

Dodge Avenger
or similar

Ford Fusion
or similar

Nissan Altima
or similar

Chrysler 300
or similar

Ford Crown Victoria
or similar

Ford Mustang 
Convertible or similar

Dodge Grand Caravan
or similar

Ford Escape
or similar

Jeep® Grand Cherokee
or similar

All DOLLAR rental cars
are now NO SMOKING.
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ECAR-2 Dr

EDAR-4 Dr
CCAR-2 Dr

CDAR-4 Dr

ICAR-2 Dr

IDAR-4 Dr
SCAR-2 Dr

SDAR-4 Dr

FCAR-2 Dr

FDAR-4 Dr

Dollar features a wide selection of quality vehicles. 
©2011 Dollar Rent A Car, Inc.
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Chevrolet Traverse
AWD or similar

FVARFord 12-Pass Van
or similar
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Let Your Holiday begin!
Dollar has 150 locations in the USA, including 75 in-terminal airport locations, so we will be there for you 

with a wide range of modern, low-mileage vehicles as soon as you arrive.
Dollar rates are designed to suit your individual requirements and can include an additional driver,

a full tank of fuel and even a portable Satellite Navigational System (GPS) and much more.

Dollar features a wide selection of quality vehicles. ©2011 Dollar Rent A Car, Inc. 

GPS Navigational System Rentals Pass 24®-Prepaid Toll Pass
Only Available in Florida 

The ROADSAFE ® Option will cover the following Roadside Travel 
Emergencies Not Included in your Prepaid Car Rental Package:

LOCK-OUT SERVICE: Call to access our 24/7 Roadside Assistance toll-free number. Whether the key is lost, broken, or
locked inside, we’ll dispatch an expert immediately to help you gain entry and get back on your way. Lock-Out service is not
included with the Loss Damage Waiver product included in most car rental packages.

FLAT TIRE SERVICE: With this service we will send someone quickly to install your inflated spare tire.

FUEL SERVICE: Out of gas? Don’t hesitate to call. We’ll deliver two gallons of fuel to you, wherever you are, day or night
and enable you to get to the nearest gas station and fill up and get back on the road.

BATTERY SERVICE: If you left the headlights on, and your car won’t start, dial our toll-free number. We will send someone
over to get your vehicle started quickly. 

Pass 24® and ROADSAFE® are only available for purchase at the time of rental.

• Simple and easy to use
• Turn-by-turn audio directions
• Provides vocal and visual prompts
• Search by address or category
• Easily find destinations (Food, Lodging, etc.)
• Programmed for multiple languages

Unlimited 24-hour Toll usage for a Flat Fee.
• Save Time - No waiting at toll booths
• Simplify Expenses - Toll charges included with 

your car rental receipt
• No Scrambling for Change - Your tolls are 

already paid
• Avoid Toll Fines

ROADSAFE®

Car rental just got more personal. We help you do more with your
Dollar with our great rates and travel tools, and now, you get to choose
which vehicle you want to drive. 
Available at certain CHOICE locations. If the vehicle you choose is of a higher category
to that reserved, a daily upgrade charge will be applicable.

You choose the vehicle you want to drive!

This product is highly 
recommended if driving on 
roads where “cashless” tolls 
are in operation as it is now not
possible to pay at the toll booth
on some of Florida’s roads.


